We have previously evaluated the beneficial effect of the group reminiscence approach (GRA) in patients with vascular dementia (VaD) in respect of cognitive and observed behavioral parameters [1]. Sixty patients who had been diagnosed with VaD were randomly assigned to three arms: a GRA arm, a social contact (SC) arm, and a control arm. A 1-hour session of GRA and SC was held once a week for 3 months with the GRA and SC arms, respectively. Only supportive care was given to those in the control arm. An improvement in cognitive function and behavioral activities was defined as the primary outcome. However, we found that no significant improvements in the main outcome measures had been demonstrated and concluded that these results did not support the hypothesis that GRA is beneficial to patients with VaD.

As reported, the dropout ratio was higher in the SC arm (9/20 = 45%) compared with the GRA arm (3/20 = 15%) or the control arm (3/20 = 15%). The participants in the SC arm told us that they had found that the intervention was very boring. In the case of the SC arm, the group was asked during a 50-min session to talk about social issues such as ‘health and disease management’ or ‘hot topics from today’s newspaper’, etc., as well as interests in daily life such as ‘recreational activities in their facilities’ or ‘meals served in their facilities’, etc. The discourse of older adults easily moved to their memories of the past as was the case in the GRA arm, whereas when their talk was blocked off by presenting social topics, participants in the SC arm appeared to be bored.

Having assessed emotional ratings in the GRA and SC arms, we could proceed to a secondary analysis. We had assessed 5 ratings: ‘very enjoyable’, ‘enjoyable’, ‘normal’, ‘boring’, and ‘very boring’. In the GRA arm, 13/17 (=76%) answered ‘very enjoyable’ or ‘enjoyable’, whereas in the SC arm, 3/11 (=27%) answered in this way. We thus operationally classified them into two groups: the ‘enjoyable’ group (n = 16, i.e., 13 in the GRA arm plus 3 in the SC arm) and the ‘boring’ group (n = 14, i.e., 4 in the SC arm plus 10 in the GRA arm).
arm) and the ‘boring’ group (n = 12, i.e., 4 in the GRA arm plus 8 in the SC arm), independent of ‘outer’ factors such as the GRA or SC groups. As described previously [2], the standard deviation of changes over 21 days was 5.01 in the placebo arm according to the Multidimensional Observation Scale for Elderly Subjects (MOSES). A decrement greater than the standard deviation multiplied by 1.96, i.e., 10 or more on the MOSES, was defined as improvement.

We found that the ‘enjoyable’ group compared with the ‘boring’ group showed a statistically significant improvement on the MOSES (p < 0.05).

We have previously reported a dementia case that showed an improved inner mental world after using a psychosocial approach, even though the change in the MMSE was unremarkable [3]. Unlike the clinical trials of drugs, psychosocial approaches may not be adequate for the randomized controlled trial design, and we should be cautious about ‘superficial’ interpretations. Nevertheless, patient-reported outcomes [4] may be important for psychosocial intervention.
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